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Scale Space Classification Using Area Morphology
Scott T. Acton, Senior Member, IEEE, and Dipti Prasad Mukherjee

Abstract—We explore the application of area morphology to
image classification. From the input image, a scale space is created
by successive application of an area morphology operator. The
pixels within the scale space corresponding to the same image
location form a scale space vector. A scale space vector therefore
contains the intensity of a particular pixel for a given set of scales,
determined in this approach by image granulometry. Using the
standard -means algorithm or the fuzzy -means algorithm,
the image pixels can be classified by clustering the associated
scale space vectors. The scale space classifier presented here is
rooted in the novel area open–close and area close–open scale
spaces. Unlike other scale generating filters, the area operators
affect the image by removing connected components within the
image level sets that do not satisfy the minimum area criterion. To
show that the area open–close and area close–open scale spaces
provide an effective multiscale structure for image classification,
we demonstrate the fidelity, causality, and edge localization properties for the scale spaces. The analysis also reveals that the area
open–close and area close–open scale spaces improve classification
by clustering members of similar objects more effectively than
the fixed scale classifier. Experimental results are provided that
demonstrate the reduction in intraregion classification error and
in overall classification error given by the scale space classifier
for classification applications where object scale is important. In
both visual and objective comparisons, the scale space approach
outperforms the traditional fixed scale clustering algorithms and
the parametric Bayesian classifier for classification tasks that
depend on object scale.
Index Terms—Image classification, nonlinear filters, scale space.

I. INTRODUCTION

I

N CLASSIFYING image pixels within a digital image, the
scale of a particular object, as well as the intensity, may
be important in evaluating class membership. Conventional
image classification techniques using the original input image
at a fixed feature scale may result in intraobject classification
errors (assigning two different class labels to pixels of the same
object). These techniques can be sensitive to localized image
noise that differs in intensity but is of limited area. In this
paper, we propose an image classification approach that utilizes
an image scale space, a coarse-to-fine collection of image
representations to detect objects at different scales. Vectors in
scale space that define pixel intensity through a range of scales
are used to classify the image. The utilization of the scale space
vectors for classification is grounded on the premise that no
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single scale representation is sufficient to properly label each
pixel for classification.
The scale space used in this approach is based on area
morphology operators [18]. The area morphology operators
generate scaled images based on the area of connected components within the image level sets (thresholded versions of
the grayscale image). Here, the area open–close and area
close–open scale spaces are introduced and used in image classification. We show that the area open–close and close–open
scale spaces do not introduce new features with increased
scale, so that the multiscale representation does not produce
classification errors due to processing artifacts. Moreover,
we prove that edge locations, as defined by boundaries of
connected components, will not move with increased scale,
leading to faithful preservation of region boundaries in the
image classification. This property, in particular, is elusive for
scale spaces generated using standard morphology. Further,
unlike standard morphology, the area operators do not impose
any specific shape (as determined by the shape of structuring
element) on the processed image. With standard morphology,
the boundaries of connected components within the image level
sets may be distorted according to the shape of the structuring
element used. Boundary distortion can lead to misclassification
in a classification procedure.
Maragos [11] provides a multiscale shape description using
morphological filters. He has used standard morphological
opening and closing [8] with structuring elements of varying
shape and size to generate a scale space for shape representation. For increasing or decreasing scale, specific binary patterns
are self-dilated or eroded and subsequently used in open or
close operations. The scale parameter is governed by the degree
of self dilation or erosion of a given pattern. In contrast, the
area based scaling in our approach depends on the threshold
decomposition of the gray level image into image level sets and
the area of the connected components within these level sets.
This area morphology based processing is used as an effective
precursor to classification in scale space.
Other attempts in multiscale classification hinge on subsampled pyramidal representations and hierarchical processing
techniques. Multiscale, multiresolution representations are
generated by successively filtering and subsampling the image.
Then, a multiscale data structure, such as the quad tree or
an image pyramid, can be used in image classification. The
multiscale classification is generally performed in a sequential
manner, namely, by utilizing the classification result of a
coarse scale, low-resolution image to guide classification
at a finer scale and higher resolution. Bouman and Liu [3]
report a successful classification scheme for textured images
that utilizes a multiscale, multiresolution representation in
a hierarchical approach. Another hierarchical classification
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method is developed in [14], based on adaptive clustering. In
this case, the grayscale image is modeled as a Markov random
field and a Bayesian technique, in conjunction with adaptive
multiscale windowing, is used to classify the image. Bouman
and Shapiro also apply a multiscale Markov random field model
for Bayesian image segmentation [4]. In a different context,
a multiscale classification scheme is implemented using a
rule-based inductive learning algorithm [10]. Multiresolution,
multiscale classification is explored in [5] for the specific
application of radar signal classification.
Although not common in image classification, watersheds
have been used for image segmentation [7], [19]. Typically, the
image gradient magnitude is viewed as a topographic surface
that is subdivided by ridges. Between the ridges are valleys (watersheds) that share a common basin or local minimum in gradient magnitude. The watersheds thus define a segmentation of
the image in which closed regions with thin, unbroken boundaries are provided. The drawbacks of the watershed approach include over-segmentation (too many watersheds), computational
expense, and sensitivity to noise/detail. Unlike the area morphology approach described in this paper, the scale or size of
the resultant regions cannot be specified directly in the watershed transform, without the use of prefiltering. The regions that
emerge from the watershed segmentation are not necessarily
connected components within the image level sets, as with the
area morphology method used here.
Hierarchical multiscale segmentation approaches have been
proposed that exploit the watershed transform. In this case, both
morphological and nonmorphological approaches are used to
generate scale spaces [6], [9], [13], [22]. However, these watershed-based multiscale representations lack some of the desirable scale space properties. In case of the area morphology approach, we develop a scale space that satisfies both the causality
and edge localization properties. With the watershed approach,
causality and edge position through scale space are not guaranteed. Furthermore, the area of connected components in the
image level sets is used as the scale parameter in the area morphology classification method. The multiresolution watershed
methods do allow scaling of the image, so as to avoid over-segmentation, but do not allow exact specification of object scale
(e.g., watersheds/objects with area greater than 47 pixels). Finally, the multiresolution watershed segmentation techniques
are hierarchical (coarse-to-fine), while the scale space classification approach simultaneously utilizes scaled image representations.
The image classification method developed in this paper differs from previous multiscale classifiers in that the classifier
does not utilize subsampled image representations (pyramids,
quadtrees), and the classification technique is not hierarchical.
The major contribution of this paper is the establishment of a
classification paradigm within the area morphology scale space
in which all scale representations are used simultaneously. As
the results and analysis reveal, the scale space classifier yields
reduced intraobject classification error, in comparison to traditional classification methods, for classification tasks where object scale is important.
The organization of the paper is as follows. First, the theory
and analysis of the area open–close and close–open scale spaces
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are presented in Section II. The application of the scale space to
classification is also discussed in Section II, along with an analysis of the scale space classifier properties. As the scale space
classifier can be used in conjunction with any clustering technique, the fundamental clustering techniques are reviewed and
adapted for scale space classification in Section III. Qualitative
results in the form of images and quantitative results in the form
of tabulated data are given in Section IV that demonstrate the
efficacy of the scale space classifier.
II. SCALE SPACE CLASSIFICATION: THEORY AND ANALYSIS
A. Area Operators
We implement classification on an image scale space that is
generated using area operators that manipulate connected components within image level sets. Our processing methods assume both discrete domain and discrete range – digital imagery.
, we have members of
For a set defined on domain
and members of the off-set:
the on-set:
where
is the complement of . Two points
and
are members of the same connected component of a
set if both are members of the set, and there exists a connected
path between the two points that only includes members of the
set.
Area open and area close are operators [18] that can be used
to generate a scale space. For the on-set , the area open operaand removes all connected components
tion is denoted by
with area (cardinality) less than . Area close is the compleremoves all connected components of
mentary operation:
area less than in the off-set . So, the area is the scale parameter of area morphology, similar to the structuring element
size in standard morphology. The shape of an equivalent structuring element for area open and close is not defined. Hence, the
area operators are amorphous.
For images, the area open and close operators are implemented via stacking. In a threshold decomposition of the image
, an associated level set
is a set obtained by threshif
.
olding the image intensity:
intensities
,
For a discrete domain of
where
is the set indicator
function. The stacking operation also allows to be defined by
(1)
To implement the area open and close operators, each level
set can be processed independently. Then, the result image can
be reconstructed by stacking using (1). Within an area open opor area close operation on an image
eration on an image
, the order of level sets processed does not affect the final
result. An area open operator on an image will remove all conof that do not
nected components within the level sets
have a minimum area of . Similarly, the area close operator will
remove connected components of the complemented (off-set)
of that do not possess the minimum area.
level sets
In this way, area open “flattens” small bright objects and area
close flattens small dark objects in an image.
The concatenation of the area open and close operators leads
and area close–open (ACO)
to area open–close (AOC)
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. These operators control the scale of both positive-going
bright objects and negative-going dark objects. However, AOC
operation is not identical to the ACO operation. As with the
traditional open–close and close–open operators, the AOC and
ACO are contrast-biased.
AOC and ACO are connected operators [18] that will either
remove or preserve connected components within the level sets
and the complemented level sets
. In this way,
two points within the same connected component are treated
equally in scale space generation. This property is important
in image classification, where we want two pixels in the same
object to be classified into the same class.
Connected regions of constant intensity are called flat zones
[18]. The AOC and ACO operators increase the area of these
flat zones in the image, while reducing the total number of flat
zones. Thus, the area operators increase the region homogeneity
of the image as is increased. Furthermore, the coarseness or
fineness of an image can be quantified by the nesting of the flat
and of the same
zones. Given two scaled representations
is coarser than
if each flat zone of
is a
image, image
subset of a single flat zone (of equal or greater area) in the same
position in .
For classification, the concept of edges is important. We
define edges as connected component boundaries within the
be denoted
image level sets. Let the neighborhood of
. On the discrete domain
(with rectangular
by
tessellation), the neighborhoods are typically defined via
4-connectivity or 8-connectivity. A point in the on-set
is defined as an edge point if at least one of its neighbors is a
(for the same level ). Therefore,
member of the off-set
if there exists
we say that an edge exists in the image at
. These definitions
an edge within one of the level sets at
are used in the analysis of the AOC and ACO scale spaces.
Specifically, we need a definition of edge position to evaluate
the edge localization properties of the AOC and ACO scale
spaces.
B. AOC and ACO Scale Spaces
where
is the
Let an image scale space be denoted by
is a set of such scaled repimage representation at scale .
resentations defined on the discrete (image position) domain
and discrete scale domain
. The scales
in the scale domain can be parameterized by , such that
is the finest scale and
is the coarsest scale in
the scale space. In this study, we create image scale spaces using
is given by
AOC and ACO operators. The AOC scale space
(2)
while the ACO scale space is
(3)
and
, the original input image.
In both cases,
Morel and Solimini [12] list desirable properties for scale
spaces that include fidelity, Euclidean invariance, causality
and strong causality. Of the four properties, the fourth, strong
causality, has been elusive for image scale spaces. We will
discuss these properties with respect to the AOC and ACO
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scale spaces and explain the impact of the properties on image
classification.
The fidelity property ensures that the finest scale of the scale
space contains the original input signal. With the AOC and ACO
scale spaces, we have
exactly. This guarantees that each
scale space is unique for a given unique input , so that a classification procedure using the scale space is based on the unique
. If a finer representation than existed in the scale
input
space, members of the same flat zone in the original image could
be classified into two different classes, which is undesirable.
Given a discrete domain scale space, we cannot claim Euclidean invariance (invariance to translation and rotation). Because the area morphology operators modify the image based on
connected component area alone, the scale spaces are Euclidean
invariant in the continuous-domain case, since translation and
rotation do not distort connected component areas. In the discrete case (the case examined in this paper), the scale spaces
are invariant to integer-valued translations. With rotation, distortions will occur due to discretization.
In classification, we seek to simplify the image and increase
intraregion homogeneity through scale. A scale-generating
process that introduces new features with increased scale would
be counterproductive and would lead to artificial objects and
possibly erroneous classification. Causality in scale infers that
a coarse scale representation can be recreated from any finer
is causal
scale representation. Formally stated, we say that
depends only on
for
. This
if
property holds for the AOC and the ACO approach since
can be reproduced exactly from
by implementing (2) and
(3), respectively.
We now examine the important property of strong causality,
which guarantees the preservation of edge positions through
scale.
Proposition 1 (Strong Causality): Given an edge at position
in , there exists an edge at
in
if
within the AOC and ACO scale spaces.
Proof: Recall the definitions of edges within level sets and
within images presented in Section II-A for the discrete domain
at
case assumed in this paper. If there exists an edge at
is a member of a connected component
scale , then
for some level ] with a minimal area of
[in the level set
. Consider a neighboring pixel position
on the other side of the edge, where
is a member of the
]
connected component [in the complemented level set
with a minimal area of . The only way in which the edge at
can be removed is to remove either of these connected
components entirely, since area open and area close are connected operators and do not partially remove a connected component. But, since the connected components have a minimal
. Therefore,
area of , they will not be removed at scales
the AOC and ACO scale spaces maintain the strong causality
property.
Because the AOC and ACO scale spaces possess the strong
causality property, two important qualities are guaranteed.
First, new edges and hence new boundaries will not be created
with increased scale. Second, the position of edges does not
drift through the scale space. In scale space classification,
edge movement can lead to misclassified pixels near region
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boundaries. It is important to state that existing scale spaces
for images do not maintain the strong causality property. The
Gaussian scale space [21] has increased edge localization
error with increased scale. Morphological scale spaces using
standard open and close filters [15] produce edge movement
due to the shape of the structuring element. For example,
morphological filtering of a rectangular object with a circular
structuring element leads to corner rounding. Scale spaces
based on anisotropic diffusion [16] cannot guarantee the
position nor causality of edges in the image. As shown in
[1], anisotropic diffusion can produce false edges at increased
scales, such as “staircase” artifacts.
C. Scale Space Classification
, with intensity
at position
Given a scale space
and scale , we wish to track
through scale.
defines a one-dimensional signal with
For fixed
. This 1-D signal
independent variable , denoted by
represents the scale space evolution of
. When
, we call
the
sampled at a discrete domain of scales
. The scale space classifier clusters
scale space vector at
pixels via the similarity between scale space vectors.
The assumption of the scale space classifier is that pixels are
classified by intensity at a range of scales. Therefore, we implicitly assume that each pixel is a member of a particular obis the intensity of the object
ject at each scale . Then,
and scale . Here, we assume that objects are
at location
either ascending or descending, brighter or darker than the surrounding pixels. The scale of an object is defined as follows:
Definition 1 (Object Scale): The scale of an ascending object
is the area of the connected component in the
at location
, the
image with intensity equal to or greater than
:
intensity at
(4)
where
set

is the cardinality of the connected component
, defined by

(5)
is
Likewise, the scale of a descending object at location
the area of the connected component with intensity equal to or
:
less than , the intensity at
(6)
where

(7)
is a connected path between
In (5) and (7),
and
. In the discrete case assumed here, paths
are defined by 4-connectivity or 8-connectivity. Given the

definitions of object scale and connected components for the
ascending and descending cases, we can define the objects in
the image scale space:
Definition 2 (Ascending and Descending Objects): The object at position
and scale is defined by
if the
if the object is descending. An
object is ascending and
if
, whereas
object is ascending at
. In the case of
an object is descending if
is a boundary point between an asequality, the pixel at
cending and descending object.
For intuition into the object and object scale definitions,
consider a bright, thin spike in the image on a relatively smooth,
dark background. The connected component containing the
spike would be smaller, typically, than that containing the
surrounding background. By Definitions 1 and 2, pixels in the
spike would be members of an ascending object.
The definition of an object (Definition 2) is both scale and
denote an object at
position dependent. Let
and scale . Note that it is possible that
,
. The object memberships
but
and
hold
only when
To classify pixels based on the intensity of the associated obshould
ject at scale , the objects within the scaled image
have area greater than or equal to . Using Definitions 1–2 and
the definitions of the AOC/ACO scale spaces, we find that this
property holds. By definition, is created by an AOC or ACO
on the previous (finer) representation using scale parameter .
An AOC or ACO operation with area removes all connected
components within the image level sets of area less than . By
will have an associated
Definitions 1 and 2, any object in
scale that is greater than or equal to .
Intraregion homogeneity should increase with increased
scale. If two pixels are members of the same object at a given
scale, the two pixels should also be members of the same object
at a coarser scale.
and
are members of the
Proposition 2: If
at scale , then at scale
same object
and
are members of the object
if
.
Proof for AOC and ACO Scale Spaces: Since AOC and
ACO are connected operators, the connected components
within each level set and complemented level set are either
preserved or removed in their entirety. Consider an ascending
at scale . Because the object is ascending,
object
. If connected components within
are removed
the level sets (or complemented level sets) of
, the relationship
is preto create
.
served. Hence, by Definitions 1 and 2,
For the case of a descending object, the argument is similar.
Another assumption of the scale space classifier is that
pixels do not have a single scale. In other words, we cannot
cluster pixels based on the two scalar features of intensity
and scale. For example, consider a multiscale object such as
a three-layer wedding cake. A pixel inside the third (highest)
level, is also a member of the second layer at a coarser scale,
and is a member of the base layer at a still coarser scale.
Finally, every pixel is a member of the background, at an
extreme (coarse) scale.
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Now, let us analyze the clustering of scale space vectors. The
and a cluster mean
distance between scale space vector
for class is given by the following -metric:

(8)

. The particular p-metric used depends on the disfor
tribution of the intensities. For example, if the intensities within
metric
a given class have a Gaussian distribution, the
norm) should be used [17]. For a Laplacian distribution,
(the
.
A fundamental motivation behind the scale space classifier
is that two points in the same object should not, in general, be
classified into different classes. However, since all points are
, we cannot force memmembers of the same object at
bers of the same object at any scale to be members of the same
class. We can assert that the difference in intensities between
two members of the same class at a given scale is decreasing
with increased scale. Therefore, the two object members are becoming more tightly clustered with increasing scale, and the difference in distances to the nearest cluster center is decreasing.
In analyzing the performance of the scale space classifier, we
compare the clustering of two points for the fixed scale classifier
and the scale space classifier. With respect to a set of class mean
vectors, if two points move closer together, they are more likely
to classified into the same class. If two points move farther apart,
they are less likely to end up in the same class. So, for pairs of
points in the image at a fixed scale , we can compare the fixed
scale distance of

Proof: At scale

with the scale space distance of

(10)

The fixed scale distance is the distance at that scale multiplied by
. The scale space distance
the cardinality of the set of scales
is the same form as (8), replacing the class mean vector with
another scale space vector.
With the scale space classifier, we desire two characteristic
improvements over the fixed scale classifier operating on the
. These characteristics are formalized by
original image
Propositions 3 and 4:
Proposition 3: If two points are members of the
same object, but have different intensities initially
, then the area morphology
based scale space classifier clusters the two pixels more closely
than the fixed scale classifier. That is,
(11)

, we have
(12)

For any scale
have

, using the AOC or ACO scale spaces, we

(13)
since AOC and ACO will remove the smaller conand
nected components until
. In fact, for
,
, thus reducing
we have
to zero. Combining the equality of
(12) with the inequality of (13), along with the inspection of
the definitions for distance in (9) and (10), we see that (11) is
asserted.
Note that if the initial intensities are indeed equal in Proposition 3, the inequality of (11) is altered by replacing “ ” with
“ ”. Thus, in the case of equal initial intensities within the same
object, the scale space classifier will cluster the two points at
least as closely as the fixed scale classifier.
Proposition 4: If two points have the same initial intensity
, but are members of different objects
of different scales, then the fixed scale classifier clusters the two
pixels more closely than the scale space classifier. That is,
(14)
Proof: Given

(9)
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that

. Let
be defined as
and
the area of the object at
be defined as
.
the area of the object at
. At scale
Then define
, we have
. Therefore,
(14) is asserted.
Earlier, we stated that the scale space classifier reduces intraobject classification error. We now formally define this error
measure.
Definition 3 (Intraobject Classification Error): For
and scale , the intraobject classification error is defined by
of the object at
the cardinality of the set of members
and scale where
and
are members
of different classes in the final classification:

where
and
are homogeneous sets in the final classification and and are class labels. The total normalized intraobject classification error is given by

(15)
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With the scale space classifier, the associated intraobject classification error is less than or equal to the same error using the
original image or any one scale. The scale space classifier attempts to minimize the distance between pixels in the same object through scale. As shown in the proof of Proposition 3, the
difference between two pixel intensities in the same object will
decrease monotonically until equal. Hence, as members of the
same object are clustered more tightly (relative to nonmembers),
the intraobject classification error is reduced. In Section IV, results are given that demonstrate the reduction in intraobject classification error.

D. Sampling Scale Space
In the discrete case, we need to sample the scale space approis a three-dimensional space,
priately. Since the scale space
sampling (and quantization) are performed in each dimension.
domain, is
Typically, the generation of , the sampled
fixed by the initial digitization of the image. Sampling the scale
is an open problem.
domain
1) Minimum and Maximum Scale: The absolute minimum
. Note that in the discrete
scale for any image scale space is
and
are identical, since every
case, images at scales
existing connected component has a minimum area of one. So,
. The upper limit of scale is theoretically infinite; howpixels has a maximum
ever, a discrete-domain image with
. For the classification problem with classes,
scale of
there should be at least one object for each class. Therefore, the
in this case.
maximum scale is
Given a priori information about the scale of objects in an
image, additional bounds on the scales used in classification can
reduce the computational complexity of the scale space classification approach. For example, in a classification of blood cells,
we would know the minimum area of a red cell and the maximum area of a white cell. Scales beneath the minimum scale
and above the maximum scale
could only add error
to the classification process.
2) Sampling Intervals in Scale: For a discrete sampling
of scales, the most obvious sampling would include scales
. In this framework, the
scale operator at scale would reject connected components
of area less than pixels, and the next scale would reject all
pixels. Thereconnected components with area less than
fore, given the discretization of the image spatial domain, each
potential scale would be represented (between the minimum
and maximum scales, inclusive).
Nevertheless, the straightforward sampling of the image scale
may be an example of over-sampling. Consider an application
in which the classification of coins is desired (as in Fig. 1).
Since there are only a few different coin sizes, the classification
process only requires a few scale samples. So, there seems to be
a set of important scales in a particular scale space for this application. Choosing the scales in an ad hoc fashion is possible,
but we seek an automated method to sample scale.
The idea behind our sampling scheme for the scale parameter
is based on granulometry. For an AOC operation or an ACO operation, we can track the differences in a given parameter (such
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as total summed intensity) between successive scales. Define
the normalized granulometry for the scale space
by
(16)
, this feaGiven a series of scales
that reveals inforture tracking provides a granulometry
mation about the image structure. When a large object disappears in the scale space (when it becomes part of a larger flat
zone), a local maximum in the granulometry may be observed.
Thus, the scale at which the object is the most simplified is the
scale that precedes removal of the object. So, a sampling scheme
and
for scale can be based upon locating the maxima in
using these scales in the classification process. Additionally, the
maxima may be filtered based upon the magnitude in change.
For example, at scale , a maximal point that only represents
of less than
would be rejected
a magnitude change in
as a sample point. Here, represents the minimum allowed indiscrete
tensity change between classes. For classes and
.
intensities, we can assume
For the coin classification application of Fig. 1(a), the normalized granulometry using (16) is shown in Fig. 2. To facilitate the
location of local maxima, we convert the discrete-domain granulometry to a continuous-domain signal using a polynomial fit,
as shown in Fig. 3. In the granulometry, the two major maxima,
and
, correspond to the area of the
at scales
large coins and the area of the small coins, respectively.
In summary, the area open–close and close–open operators
are used here to create a scale space. The AOC and ACO scale
spaces provide fidelity, Euclidean invariance, causality, and
strong causality for edge location through scale in contrast to
other scale spaces generated with linear filters or standard morphology. The AOC and ACO scale spaces allow a meaningful
clustering that can be exploited in image classification. Finally,
efficient implementations of scale space classification can be
achieved by sampling the scale space.
To achieve a classification from an AOC or ACO scale space,
a clustering technique must be applied. In the next section, two
fundamental clustering methods, fuzzy -means and -means,
are reviewed. Also, the Bayesian clustering method is discussed
in order to provide another comparison to the scale space classification approach.
III. CLUSTERING ALGORITHMS
The objective of scale space classification is to group scale
space vectors based on a similarity measure. Standard minimum-distance based classifiers are used for this purpose.
The possibility of a single pixel belonging to different objects at various scales suggests the use of an unsupervised
fuzzy -means classifier. Hard classifiers such as the unsupervised -means algorithm can then be posed as a special
case of fuzzy -means classifier. A brief overview of these
classification schemes is provided here, as the classifiers are
used within the scale space classification paradigm. As a
comparative example, a parametric Bayesian classifier that
has recently been used for multiscale clustering is also discussed.
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Fig. 1. (a) Original “coins” image; (b) AOC scale space image at s
100; (c) AOC scale space image at s = 500; (d) 3-class FCM classification of (a); (e)
3-class FCM classification of (b); (f) 3-class FCM classification of (c); (g) 3-class scale space classification of (a). The scale space is constructed with (a)–(c). The
scale space vectors are classified using FCM, (h) 3-class k -means classification of (a), (i) 3-class k -means classification of (b), (j) 3-class k -means classification
of (c), (k) 3-class scale space classification of (a). As with (g), the scale space is constructed with (a)–(c). Here, the clustering scheme employed is k -means, and
(l) 3-class Bayesian classification of (a).

A. Fuzzy -means Classification
Within the fuzzy -means clustering algorithm, the familiar
least-squared error criterion is applied [2]:

For the scale space vector at
updated according to

, the fuzzy membership is

(18)
(17)
is the fuzzy
Here,
a scale space vector

-class partition of scale space. Given
at location
, the measure
is the distance between the
scale space vector and the th cluster center . The distance
is weighed by the fuzzy membership value of each scale space
corresponding to th class. The fuzzy exponent
vector
has the range
. For every feature vector
,
is minimized subject to the
the error criterion
conditions
and

The initial fuzzy membership value is generated using uniformly-distributed random number generator. For the classified
image, the cluster center is updated for all the classes at each
iteration according to

(19)

The algorithm is terminated for insignificant (1–2% of the curbetween consecutive iterations. To
rent value) changes in
reduce processing time, the final classified image is obtained
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Fig. 2. Normalized granulometry for the “coins” image.

byclassifying the pixels based highest class membership value
for each pixel.
B.

is denoted by , then the a priori probability density of the region segmentation is given by a Gibbs density [14]

-Means Classification

(22)

In the case of -means, a so-called hard classifier, the feature
domain is not partitioned into fuzzy classes. For a fixed number
of clusters, -means minimizes the squared error function
(20)
An initial seed vector representing cluster center is arbitrarily
specified for each class. The scale space vectors (or pixel intensities in the fixed scale case) are classified based on the minimum Euclidean distance from the cluster centers. A new set
of cluster centers is then calculated from this reassignment. The
iterative process continues until the net migration of cluster cen, is insignificant compared to that of
ters at th iteration,
the previous iteration, where

is a normalizing constant.
is the weight proporwhere
tional to the homogeneity of a neighborhood, also described
.
using pixel cliques , around the pixel
The conditional density of each observed region is modeled
as a white Gaussian process of mean signal intensity and noise
with variance . Each region is characterized by mean intengives the conditional probability of resity . If
given each observed pixel intensity
, then
gion at
(23)
Therefore the combined probability density has the form

(21)

(24)

With the Bayesian classifier, an ideal partition of the image
space is considered as a collection of regions of uniform or
slowly varying intensity. In this case, the image intensity is modeled by a Markov random field. If the segmentation of the image

The implementation of (24) consists of iterative maximization
using iterated conditional
of , followed by updating of
modes (ICM). The ICM algorithm suffers from dependence
on the selection of initial estimates and from suboptimal local
minima in the cost function. Specific implementation issues of
the Bayesian classifier are discussed in Section IV where the
results are compared with those of scale space classifier.

C. Bayesian Classification
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Fig. 3. Polynomial fit of the granulometry for the “coins” image.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this section, results from standard classifiers and from the
scale space classifier are compared. Note that we emphasize
classification applications in which object scale is important,
so as to highlight the benefits of the scale space derived from
area morphology. The results are given in the form of classified
images and tabulated data. Table I provides the traditional measure of classification accuracy, and Table II gives the intraobject
classification error (Definition 3). Four real image examples including two biomedical applications are supplied.
Fig. 1(a) gives the “coins” image with the corresponding
AOC scale space images shown in Fig. 1(b) and (c) for scales
100 and 500, respectively. This image contains four coins
of two different sizes and of similar intensity. The objective
of extracting the larger and smaller coins separately as two
different classes highlights the advantages of the scale space
classifier.
Fig. 1(d)–(f) are the results from fuzzy -means (FCM) classification of Fig. 1(a)–(c), respectively. Notice that the integrity
of the coins is sacrificed in the FCM results, and that merging
with the background occurs. In contrast, the scale space classification, shown in Fig. 1(g), correctly labels the two smaller
coins as one class and the two larger coins as another class. The
classification accuracy (Table I) for the scale space classifier is
almost 20% higher than that of all fixed scale FCM results. As
an aside, note that all FCM implementations here use a fuzzy
.
exponent
The scale space classification result using -means [Fig. 1(k)]
is acceptable but does not match the high quality result shown in
Fig. 1(g). Fig. 1(h)–(j) are the results of -means classification
of Fig. 1(a)–(c), respectively. The scale space classifier outper-

TABLE I
COMPARISON OF CLASSIFICATION
ACCURACY (SSFCMC: SCALE SPACE CLASSIFICATION USING FUZZY
c-MEANS, SSKMC: SCALE SPACE CLASSIFICATION USING k -MEANS, FMC:
FUZZY c-MEANS, KM: k -MEANS, AND BC: BAYESIAN CLASSIFICATION)

TABLE II
INTRAOBJECT CLASSIFICATION ERROR (REFER TO DEFINITION 3)

forms the -means classification at any fixed scale in both classification accuracy (Table I) and intraobject classification error
(Table II). Fig. 1(l) displays the 3-class result from the Bayesian
classifier. The Bayesian classifier is not able to match the performance of the scale space classifier in visual quality, classification accuracy, or intraobject classification error. For the implementation of the Bayesian classifier in this paper, the pixel
clique is defined as the 8-connected neighborhood, and the initial estimates are supplied from the classification result of fuzzy
-means.
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Fig. 4. (a) Original “blood cells” image; (b) AOC scale space image at s
200; (c) AOC scale space image at s = 2000; (d) result of scale space classifier
(3-class) using (b) and (c). Note that the original image is not included in the scale space, and the FCM clustering technique is used; (e) result of k -means scale
space classifier (3-class) using (b) and (c); (f) 3-class FCM classification of (a); (g) 3-class k -means classification of (a); and (h) 3-class Bayesian classification of
(a).

The “blood cells” image shown in Fig. 4(a) could be used
to label and count different blood cells (i.e., red cells and white
cells). Fig. 4(b) and (c) are the AOC scale space images sampled
at scales 200 and 2000, respectively. Again, the scale space classification result of Fig. 4(d) (with FCM) and 4(e) (with -means)
are visually superior compared to the classifications of the original image as shown in Fig. 4(f)–(h). Note that the blood cells
contain shiny spots of considerable area, probably due to specular reflection. However, with the area morphology based processing, these insignificant regions are removed at higher scales.
The scale space classifier using -means provides a classification accuracy of 99.55%. The inferiority of the fixed scale classifiers is evident in the spurious classes generated within the
four cells. The standard FCM, -means, and Bayesian classifiers essentially create false objects within each cell, which can
be observed in the classified images and the 58% increase in intraobject classification error (see Table II).
The performance of scale space classifier is tested with
another microscopic biomedical image shown in Fig. 5(a).
This image is particularly difficult for classification due to irregular shapes and nonuniform illumination. The scale space
classifier results in Fig. 5(d) (FCM scale space classifier)

and 5(e) ( -means scale space classifier) yield an amazing
90+% accuracy. Fig. 5(f)–(h) show the failure of the fixed
scale classifiers to preserve the integrity of the objects in
the scene and the background. It is noteworthy that in all
examples provided in the paper, the scale space classifiers
give the highest classification accuracy and the lowest intraobject classification error.
Finally, we provide industrial inspection application of a
mechanical part in Fig. 6(a). The specularities and intensity
variations in the “connecting rod” image make the classification task challenging. A 2-class classification using the
FCM classification technique is shown in Fig. 6(b). Note the
gaps in the interior that preclude object/background separation. For example of the performance of the classifiers in the
presence of noise, 5% salt and pepper noise is added to the
image, as shown in Fig. 6(c), and the corresponding FCM
classified result is shown in Fig. 6(d). AOC-scaled versions
are shown in Fig. 6(e) and (g), and Fig. 6(f) and (h) are
the corresponding scale space classified results. We notice
that the scale space classification produces a cohesive region containing the connecting rod from both the uncorrupted
and corrupted imagery. The comparison is extended using
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Fig. 5. (a) Original “plasma” image; (b) AOC scale spacing image at s
50; (c) AOC scale space image at s = 1500; (d) 3-class FCM scale space classifier
result where the scale space is constructed with (a)–(c); (e) 3-class k -means scale space classifier result with scale space as in (d); (f) 3-class FCM classification
of (a); (g) 3-class k -means classification of (a); and (h) 3-class Bayesian classification of (a).

results of -means and scale space -means classifiers. Fig.
6(i) and (j) are the results of the -means and scale space
-means on Fig. 6(a) and (e), while Fig. 6(k) and (l) are
resultant from Fig. 6(c) and (g), respectively. Here, the area
morphology based scale space operator is able to extract the
overall shape of the object without any additional post-processing. In this example, the Bayesian classification method
also is successful (see Fig. 6(m) and (n)). Because the connecting rod example does not involve classification according
to object scale, the -means, -means and Bayesian methods
yield high classification accuracy, as shown in Table I.
Although the results demonstrate the efficacy of scale
space classifier, we must also note that the computational
burden is increased due to scale space generation. In the
scale space classifier, the classification process itself does
not impose any additional computation in clustering. For an
image to be classified to clusters requires
comparisons. In case of the scale space classifier, the comparisons are vector distance measures where the length of
vector depends on the number of scale samples in the scale
space. We have shown that the image granulometry can be
exploited to limit the number of scales utilized and to thus
limit the computational overhead. Typically, to generate one
AOC/ACO scale space image via level set analysis,
comparisons are required where
is the number of gray
levels (256 for 8-bit imagery). More efficient queue-based
implementations of the area operators have been reported

in [20], in which standard open and close filters are used
as “marker images” that determine which connected components (of the image level sets) are retained in the filtering
process. The marker images are then reconstructed (using
geodesic dilation) to form an approximation of an area open
or area close operation. This queue-based reconstruction step
is
.
We have implemented the area morphology operations and
the clustering algorithms on a Sun Ultra 10 with 256 MB
of RAM. The AOC/ACO operations were programmed using
the interpretative Matlab 5, while the clustering step was
written in the more expeditious C language. Using the level
set analysis implementation of (2), the AOC operation on the
69x67 “coins” image required 49 s and 19 s for Fig. 1(b) and
(c), respectively. With Vincent’s queue-based approximation
of the AOC operation [20], only 2 s and 1 s, respectively,
were used to generate the same scale space images. With
“blood cells” image, Fig. 4(b) and (c) used
the
65 s and 56 s, respectively, of processing time, while the
fast algorithm used 2 s for each. The scaled images for the
“plasma” example needed 102 s [Fig. 5(b)] and
72 s [Fig. 5(c)] using level set analysis and just 2 s using
the fast algorithm. Note that, in each case, the image at
the higher scale is generated from that of the immediately
image in Fig. 6(e),
lower scale. In case of the
the time used to produce the scaled image is 83 s, and
the cost is 210 s for Fig. 6(g); these times improve to 3 s
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Fig. 6. (a) Original “connecting rod” image; (b) 2-class FCM classification of (a); (c) noisy version of (a) with 5% salt and pepper noise; (d) 2-class FCM
classification of (c); (e)AOC scale space image of (a) at s 300; (f) 2-class scale space FCM classification of (e); (g) AOC scale space image of (c) at s = 300;
(h) 2-class scale space FCM classification of (g); (i) 2-class k -means classificaion of original image of (a); (j) 2-class k -means scale space classification of (a) at
s = 300; (k) 2-class k -means classification of (c); (l) 2-class k -means classification of (g); (m) 2-class Bayesian classification of (a); and (n) 2-class Bayesian
classification of (c).

=

and 5 s, respectively, with the fast algorithm. For the smaller
“coins” image, the scale space classification using both fuzzy
-means and -means requires less than 1 s, whereas for
the rest of the examples, the classification step requires less
than 2 s on the Ultra 10.

V. CONCLUSION
The paper describes an approach to area morphology-based
multiscale classification in which vectors in scale space are clustered. In this framework, features from multiple scales are used
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simultaneously, in contrast to existing hierarchical approaches.
The AOC and ACO operators provide a well-motivated scale
space for classification wherein the pixels belonging to the same
object are clustered more tightly. The results are observed both
in the image examples as well as the tabulated classification
accuracy and intraobject classification error results. In images
with objects of similar intensity and differing scale, the scale
space classifier is able to distinguish between the objects where
the traditional fixed scale classifier fails and produces classification errors. The results support the conclusion that the scale
space approach is superior to the fixed scale approach when object scale is important in the classification task at hand.
The development of the AOC and ACO scale spaces is in itself
an important contribution. The scale spaces are unique for each
given input image and satisfy desirable properties that are useful
for scale space generation and classification. Through scale, the
AOC and ACO operators do not introduce new features such
as additional regions or edges. Furthermore, the AOC and ACO
scale spaces possess the strong causality property, ensuring the
edges do not drift with increased scale. Assertion of the strong
causality property differentiates the AOC and ACO scale spaces
from existing image scale spaces generated via linear and nonlinear filtering. Therefore, the AOC and ACO scale spaces may
prove to be valuable multiscale structures in applications beyond classification, such as content based retrieval and segmentation for video coding.
In future work, we wish to extend the scale space classifier
to color imagery and multispectral imagery. The multispectral
classification process could be applied to important problems in
biomedicine and remote sensing.
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